KABE MAT DE LUXE
Entrance Matting
Kabe Mat de Luxe

Kabe Mat de Luxe is a development of the Kabe Mat Original for entrances with demands for a heel proof and functional entrance mat. Kabe Mat de Luxe is designed as Kabe Mat Original with its wave shaped rubber strips.

Instead of using the normal flat bars the rubber is threaded on a square tube in order to achieve the right distance between the lamellas for heel proofness. The mat is rollable and is double sided. Kabe Mat de Luxe is suitable for indoor use.

Materials and construction

**Square tubes:** Aluminium alloy EN AW-6063-T6 dimension 12 x 12 x 1 mm.

**Rubber strips:** Special compound resistant to extreme changes of temperature; EPDM 70º Shore; dimension 22 x 3.7 mm.

**End profile:** U 18 x 18 x 18 x 2 mm.

**Mat height:** Standard 22 mm.

**Sizes:** Made to measure max. 1,740 x 2,000 mm (A x B) in one piece. Larger areas are divided. Shaped mats can be manufactured according to customer specifications.

**Joints:** The mat is held together by Ø 2.3 mm stainless steel wire.

**Weight:** Approx. 11 kg/M².

**Surface treatment:** Aluminium in natural colour, black anodized or gold anodized.
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We reserve the right to make construction modifications.